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I have just two critical concerns. First, I find Parrish’s discussion of 
emergentism to be a bit too quick. There is significant recent work being 
done by such philosophers as John Searle and Timothy O’Connor who 
might best be characterized as naturalists (about human consciousness), 
but who should not be taken as physicalists in any straightforward sense. 
These philosophers defend versions of emergentism, which though highly 
controversial, amounts to some of the more interesting work being done 
in the wake of the now tired physicalist consensus. Indeed, even some 
Thomists, whom Parrish should see as worthy fellow travelers, defend 
naturalist, emergentist accounts of qualitative consciousness (though 
certainly not rationality!). Parrish does briefly consider emergentism (see 
59–62), but a more direct and sustained confrontation with these positions 
would strengthen his overall argument.
Parrish also presents his theistic conceptualism as a version of divine 
illuminationism (336), which is what one would expect given the Augus-
tinian/Anselmian roots of his position, and he also follows the classical 
version of this theory into some of its well-trod idealist consequences 
(338). Parrish does much to diffuse worries about subjective idealism, but 
at the end of the day he believes divine illumination (along with its ideal-
ist baggage) is something we must live with because the only alternative 
“is some naturalistic theory of the mind, usually conceived as a physicalist 
theory,” which he has done much to demonstrate as untenable. There is, 
however, another non-naturalist alternative Parrish does not address in 
detail. Thomistic philosophers, beginning with St. Thomas Aquinas him-
self in reaction to the divine illumination theories dominant in his day, 
frequently argue that the human intellect has an abstractive power that 
allows it to derive intelligibility from physical objects by direct experience. 
Such a power would transcend any physical explanation, but this theory 
is likewise designed to avoid even the hint of idealism. Once again, some 
consideration of this venerable alternative, especially its more recent itera-
tions, would have strengthened Parrish’s already very impressive work.
Moral Emotions: Reclaiming the Evidence of the Heart, by Anthony J. Steinbock. 
Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2014. 354 pages. $34.95 
(paperback).
KYLE DAVID BENNETT, Caldwell University
Within contemporary phenomenology, Jean Luc-Marion has become 
the philosopher of givenness—degrees of givenness that culminate in his 
analyses of saturated phenomena. Anthony Steinbock could be called 
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the philosopher of evidence—kinds of evidence appropriate to phenomena 
given and the manner in which evidence is given. In general, Steinbock 
is concerned with the “problem and nature of evidence.”1 But more par-
ticularly, his project should be seen as a taking stock of “spheres of ex-
perience and evidence that are more robust than just those of objects.”2 
His is a philosophy that describes and analyzes the manifold dimensions 
of human experience and the unique evidence proper to each of these 
dimensions. In what follows, I offer a brief thematic sketch of Steinbock’s 
project, which is not misplaced given the setting it will provide for my 
critique of Moral Emotions.
We see the rudiments of Steinbock’s concern for “the problem and 
nature of evidence” in his early work on the father of phenomenology, 
Edmund Husserl. Contesting the claim that Husserl is not able to “deal 
adequately” with the social world because his transcendental phenom-
enology results in mere egology or solipsism, Steinbock develops a “new 
dimension of phenomenological methodology,” which he calls “genera-
tive phenomenology,” to account for our experience of “social essences” in 
history and culture, such as identity and difference, otherness, alienation, 
territory, normality and abnormality.3 Such matters come into play in gen-
erating a “homeworld” and “alienworld.” Here we see Steinbock attend-
ing to “social essences” and highlighting that they have their own kind of 
evidence. In light of this, he develops a “generative phenomenology” that 
is able to account for the process of becoming and the evidence proper to 
the cogeneration of social phenomena that becoming brings.
Fast forward a decade or so. Steinbock now attends to another sphere 
of human experience—religious experience. He notes that the dominant 
model of givenness in phenomenological analysis does not (and cannot) ac-
count for all matters of experience. Not all things are given “horizontally,” 
that is, presented as perceptual or intellectual objects “within reach, grasp-
able, controllable.”4 Other matters of experience are given “vertically,” that 
is, with “mystery and reverence,” such as the Holy, another human person, 
and the Earth.5 The latter correspond to the “three main spheres of absolute 
experience”: the religious, the moral, and the ecological.6 Steinbock then 
introduces five “vertical kinds of evidence” appropriate to these spheres 
of absolute experience—epiphany, revelation, manifestation, disclosure, 
and display. Once again he showcases the manifold spheres of experience, 
1Anthony J. Steinbock, Phenomenology and Mysticism: The Verticality of Religious Experience 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009), ix.
2Ibid. 1.
3Anthony J. Steinbock, Home and Beyond: Generative Phenomenology after Husserl (Evanston, 
IL: Northwestern University Press, 1995), 4.
4Steinbock, Phenomenology and Mysticism, 13.
5Ibid.
6Ibid. 15.
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the manner in which they give themselves, and the need to take stock of 
evidences proper to each.
This brings us to Moral Emotions. Though not unprecedented—take, 
for example, the works of Jean-Paul Sartre and Max Scheler—Steinbock’s 
book develops a unique, detailed phenomenological account of the emo-
tions. His argument is that there is “an entirely different or unique order 
of givenness and evidence peculiar to the emotional sphere, such that it 
is relegated neither to the order of judgments nor to the order of sensibil-
ity (i.e., the whole realm of presentation: judicative or perceptual)” (6–7). 
The emotions “have their own evidential integrity” (261). In general, the 
book has two objectives. The first is to provide a “fuller and richer ac-
count of the human person” that simultaneously discloses “the meaning 
of person through the moral emotions” (3, 12). The second objective is to 
show that the moral emotions that he will delineate address problems 
in “contemporary social and political discourses,” “social imaginaries,” 
and can “play a role in shaping civic life and power relations” (261). In 
short, the moral emotions have “political, social, economic, and ecological 
significance” (277).
He defines emotion as “those experiences that pertain to the domain of 
feelings . . . but which take place or are enacted on the level of spirit” (12). 
He lists remorse, regret, optimism, pessimism, panic, disgust, or sincer-
ity as examples. These are not, he argues, moral emotions, because “they 
do not in all instances exhibit an interpersonal relation” (14). Each could 
“exclusively relate to an object without an interpersonal dimension ever 
coming into play” (14). Moral emotions, on the other hand, are “those 
emotions that are essentially interpersonal or that arise essentially in an 
interpersonal nexus” and give me to myself as not self-grounding. He lists 
nine “key” moral emotions: pride, shame, guilt, repentance, hope, despair, 
trust, loving, and humility. He examines the moral emotions through three 
rubrics: emotions of self-givenness (pride, shame, and guilt), emotions of 
possibility (repentance, hope, and despair), and emotions of otherness 
(trust, loving and humility).
Pride sets up his schema. Pride is a unique emotional experience in that 
it is a “real creative turning point in the meaning of human person” (31). 
A form of self-givenness, pride gives me to myself in a manner that is “dis-
sembled” and not “self-revelatory.” By this Steinbock means that I experi-
ence myself in a manner that is not true to my personhood, which is that 
I am not self-grounding. I do not ground my own existence. Pride shuts 
down the “very interpersonal and inter-Personal dimensions intrinsic to 
self-discovery” (262). It is “the resistance to others through the insistence 
of self” (31). Shame and guilt, the two other forms of self-givenness he an-
alyzes, challenge pride by throwing me back “on myself in the presence of 
another” (67). These are “diremptive” experiences that reveal the tension 
between my orientation and understanding and that of others. Shame is a 
“self-critical experience” in which I experience a “departure” from whom 
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I genuinely am. Guilt is the experience of “transgression” and accusation 
after violating a demand by another (263).
These fixed meanings can be transformed. There is the possibility of 
repentance, in which I liberate myself from the fixed meanings of myself 
and past deeds, which shame and guilt revealed to me. Through repen-
tance I can recover who I am with and for others. Hope is another emotion 
of possibility. In hope “something is experienced as beyond my control 
such that I am dependent upon what is other than myself” (161). Hope is 
a turning toward an “other-than-myself” and a relation of dependence. 
Despair, hope’s opposite, is “the loss of a ground of hope as such” (189). It is 
a giving up on oneself. The last three emotions Steinbock discusses—trust, 
loving, and humility—are “directly engaged with ‘otherness’ in a way that 
is exemplary” (195). In trust, I bind myself to others. In love, I open myself 
“to the integrity and flourishing of the other as it is in the dynamic sense of 
becoming” and humility is a “recovery of the interpersonal Myself” (266). 
Humility is a complete openness to the interpersonal relation.
There are few of Steinbock’s arguments I would dispute. However, I 
would push back on his remark that remorse is not a moral emotion (14). 
He seems to attribute this disqualification to remorse not being an “emo-
tion of self-givenness” (143). While I agree that it may not have a “positive 
orientation,” and in fact could work against the transformation needed to 
recover the interpersonal relation, which would disqualify it from being 
an emotion of possibility, what disqualifies it from being an emotion of 
self-givenness? It seems to me that in remorse I do experience myself as 
not self-grounding. How does remorse not reveal to me an interpersonal 
relation? But even if it is not an emotion of self-givenness, does this mean 
it is not a moral emotion? In general, it seems to me that remorse fits the 
criteria Steinbock outlines for a moral emotion. It exhibits an interpersonal 
relation and evinces “norm-constitution and norm regulation within ex-
perience itself.” Yet it does not easily fit with Steinbock’s categories of self-
givenness or possibility.
This is more than a mere quibble. On the one hand, I think remorse is 
not only a moral emotion, but a “key” moral emotion. When we consider 
the movement of the human spirit, there is a unique gap in experience 
between guilt and repentance. Remorse is irreducible to guilt and neces-
sary for repentance. Between exposure (shame), accusation (guilt), and 
liberation (repentance) is the experience of sorrow for wrongs committed 
and the wish for relations to be otherwise (remorse). Not easily identifi-
able with shame and guilt, remorse holds a unique and central place in 
“the overall movement of repentance.” More importantly, though, it raises 
an important question. Do moral emotions have to be emotions of self-
givenness, possibility, and otherness, and in the manner that Steinbock has 
outlined? Is Steinbock’s schema too rigid? Do his qualifications for what 
constitutes a moral emotion blind us to other moral emotions, including 
“key” ones, such as remorse? While the movement of the human spirit he 
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sketches is quite insightful, might the categories of self-givenness, possi-
bility, and otherness limit our description and analysis of moral emotions?
Furthermore, additional clarification is needed in one central area in 
Steinbock’s overall project. Steinbock’s discussion of these moral emotions 
hinges on his notion of revelation and the kind of givenness appropriate 
to human persons. Pride, for example, is not “self-revelatory” because 
pride doesn’t “reveal me to myself as I ‘am,’ Myself, as relational and not 
self-grounding” (48). But whither this notion of revelation and its char-
acteristics? What exactly distinguishes revelation from the other kinds of 
vertical givenness (epiphany, manifestation, disclosure, and display) that 
Steinbock introduced in his previous book? Steinbock described and clari-
fied the nature of epiphany in Phenomenology and Mysticism; perhaps he 
should have done the same with revelation in Moral Emotions. Are we to 
take his notion of revelation to be the same as Levinas’s? As I hinted at 
above in my remarks on remorse, these distinguishing features of given-
ness matter for his selection, categorization, and description of moral emo-
tions. Elaborating and clarifying these forms of givenness will strengthen 
Steinbock’s project, prevent confusion, and throw relief on the importance 
of his project.
Notwithstanding these issues, Moral Emotions is an important work on 
human personhood, phenomenology of the emotions, and the social imag-
inary. It will be of interest for those working on ethics, virtue theory, or 
moral psychology. Long-time readers of Faith and Philosophy will see strik-
ing similarities with Bob Roberts’s work on the emotions and Plantinga 
and Wolterstorff’s respective attention to evidence and proper domains. 
Furthermore, though he claims he is not trying to bridge analytic and con-
tinental philosophy, only to show “the important and unique interrelations 
in method,” I think Steinbock’s work can be a valuable talking point. This 
is evident in the parallels he draws between phenomenology and ordinary 
language philosophy. Philosophers of all types will appreciate his brief 
introduction to phenomenology, which he provides in each of the books. 
His discussion of these moral emotions will also be of interest to those 
involved in current research projects on intellectual and moral virtues.
God, Mind and Knowledge, ed. Andrew Moore. Aldershot: Ashgate Publish-
ing, 2014. 190 pages. $39.95 (paper).
JOSHUA R. FARRIS, Houston Baptist University and University of Bristol
God, Mind and Knowledge includes a rich, diverse set of essays at the in-
tersection of ontology, epistemology, and religion. As a contribution to 
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